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A B S T R A C T

A semi-classical method to determine the contribution

to the optical potential in th^ elastic channel due to the coupling

to other proct;;es taking place in heavy-ion collisions is

developed. An application is made to the case of coulomb excitation.

The lowest order term of our potential is shown to be identical to

the quantum mechanical expression of Baltz et al.
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I - INTRODUCTION

In a typical heavy-ion reaction one frequently

encounters the situation where several strongly coupled channels

are open. The complexity of a full coupled channel calculation and

the computer time needed increases rapidly with the number of

channels involved. On the other hand one is often interested in

only a few, if not just one, of these channels. It is thus natural

tc attempt reducing the number of channels appearing explicitly in

the calculation to just those of direct interest. This is achieved

in the optical mode^ ' where the effects of the eliminated

channels are acco ...- cd for by the addition of a complex potential

*o the channel H.. j'.onian. Such complex optical potentials are

usually determiriç 'rough phenomenological analysis. However it is

c. early desirab-e '.o base these potentials on more solid theoretical

yrounds. This ce be accomplished by constructing a physical model

for the effects -f the eliminated channels on the remaining ones.

Ro.-ently such a program was carried out for the case

of Coulomb exci^-.tion of a deformed nucleus by Love et al and was

subsequently improved upon by Baltz et al . In this case one has

an electric quadrupole potential coupling the different states

;o ,2+,4 f...)of the ground rotational band. In order to study the

+ 4)

clastic (0 ) channel Baltz et al employed Feshbach's formalism with

the approximation of replacing the full interacting Green's function

for the inelastic channel by the Coulomb Green's function. This

approximation amounts to neglecting multiple Coulomb excitation and

therefore the effects on elastic scattering due to channels other

than the 2 are not considered at all. The range of applicability of

such a potential i3 consequently limited since in most cases Coulomb

excitation is vary strong, thus demanding the inclusion of higher

order effects as was shown recently by Doll et al .



The purpose of the present work is to suggest an

alternative method to derive the complex optical potential based on

a semi-classical description of a nuclear collision process.

In section 2 we summarize the conventional quantum

mechanical treatment of the effective local potential. An alternative

approach based upon classical trajectories for the colliding nuclei

is developed in section 3. In section 4 an application of the

formalism of the previous section is made for the case of Coulomb

excitation. The results are then compared to other existing quantum

mechanical expressions. Finally, in section 5 the main conclusions

of the present work are presented.

II - EFFECTIVE LOCAL POTENTIAL : QUANTUM MECHANICAL TREATMENT

Let us consider two colliding nuclei. The complete

Hamiltonian for the system may be written as

H = H.+V
where H is the part of the Hamiltonian which is diagonal in channelo

space and V is the interaction coupling the different channels. Let

P be the projection operator which sleets out of the whole channel

space a particular channel which we want to consider explicitly.The

complementary operator,

<a * A - p <2)
will therefore project on the subspace spanned by the remaining

channels. According to Feshbach2) the component P l £ ^ of the full

wave function |£> satisfies the Schrôdinger-type equation

(H -0 (3)



with the effective Hamiltonian H given by

In eq.(4) G is the Green function

)- (5 - (5)

The generalized optical Hamiltonian for the channel

we have isolated is given by

ri ""• ( ̂ & i LJ I < ^ "\ _' • —• V MT. I \\t I 3- y —

where $$) is that part of the channel wave function P*> which

describes the intrinsic state of the nuclear system. The first term

u. eq.(6) is the channel Hamiltonian. The second term , which

accounts for the effects of the other channels on P!f>, is in general

a complex, energy depender. , non-local potential, whose matrix

elements in the coordinate space representation we designate by

W(r,r') . In principle W(r,r') can be evaluated provided that the

Green function, G, is known. However, finding an exact expression

for G is a very difficult task and one has to resort to some approxi-

mate way to evalute W(tvr!. In ref. 3) and 4) this is done by

employing an approximate form for G.

Integtatirg c-q.(4) over the internal degrees of freedom

contained in i-e) and nd1'.ing the usual decomposition into partial

waves one obtains the Schrodinger equation for the radial wave function

i
a»

In eq.(7) Y\Ar) is the f-component of the channel-Hamiltonian while E

is the center of mass energy.

Most optical model computer codes were developed to



specifically deal with local potentials. It is thus convenient to

define for each state U ir) a local potential U (.r) ,

a <r, = W trr'i LL.U'I dr' (8)

which is equivalent to W (r,T ). It should be clear, however, that
I

the non- loca l i ty of V? ( r , r ' ) s t i l l appears in U (r) through i t s
I I

intrinsic state dependence.

In cases where the monopole part of the Coulomb inter-

action is dominant, such as in low energy heavy-ion collisions,we can

approximate the wave function u (i) in eq. (8) by the regular Coulomb
i

wave function F (kr), where k is the asymptotic wave number in the
4)

channel considered. Such a procedure was adapted by Baltz et al
through which they obtained the following expression for U (r)

J
• JJ •- - o

Let us define in a similar way effective local potentials

for the outgoing and ingoing Coulomb waves, H (kr) and H .ikr),

respectively.

I
v, r. >. re

\-\~{kr) •=. GAkr) -ti h.irr; {11)

ir Coulomb fur

Combining eqs. (9),(10) and (11) we can express Ü (r) in

G (kr) being the irregular Coulomb function.

terms of U+(r) and U~(r) as
; 3

(12)



The advantage of this formula is that, as we shall see in the

following section, it expresses the effective local potential in terms

of local potentials for ingoing and outgoing waves. These waves are

readily associated with classical particle trajectories and this fact

will provide an alternative way to evaluate the local potential Uf (r).

Ill - EFFECTIVE LOCAL POTENTIAL : SEMICLASSICAL TREATMENT

Semiclassical methods nave been shown to be quite

adequate in describing processes taking place in heavy ion collisions .

We shall now try to apply these ideas to the evaluation of the

complex optical potential in the elastic channel resulting from the

coaling to other competing channels.

The connection between the quantum mechanical description

given in the previous section and the semiclassical one to be

developed here is established through the association of ingoing and

outgoing Coulomb wave functions with the corresponding ingoing and

outgoing Rutherford trajectories of a classical charged particle

(see fig. 1 for an illustration) .

The local optical potential acts along these trajectories

changing the amplitude for finding the system in the elastic channel.

For the case of an ingoing trajectory this amplitude, a~(r), is

re 3.-J ted to the potential U~!r) through the WKB expression

where r (t) is the Rutherford trajectory. An equation similar to

eq.(13) holds for the outgoing amplitude, at(r), where in this case

the potential UJr) is integrated along the outgoing trajectory



(see fig.lb) .

From err. (13) i t is possible to solve for U (r) in

terms of the amplitude a tr) by first taking logarithms and then

differentiating both sides of the equation with respect to r . The

result is

à t ) A r i X
(14)

Jr.
Since r (t) is a Rutherford trajectory L is simply given by

crfc

c

where E is the center of mass energy of the system, m its reduced

mass and Z , Z the atomic numbers of target and projectile,respectively.

The minus sign is chosen since we are considering the ingoing branch

of the Rutherford trajectory.

A similar expression holds for U (r).

The amplitudesai(r) are smoothly varying functions of r,

which results in slowly varying potentials U"(r). If we insert them

into eq.(12) we find that the potential U, (r) is a sum of two terms;

a smooth term given by the average of U} (r) and U,(r) and a very

rapidly oscillating term which we drop since its net effect over any

ci*stance of the same order of magnitude as the diametrical dimensions

of our system is negligible.

The final expression for our effective local potential

is then

This general result may be applied to any specific case provided that

the amplitudes a^(r) can be found. We would like to remark at this point

that the fact that the potential is state dependent is still present



through its dependence on the Rutherford trajectories.

IV - EFFECTIVE LOCAL POTENTIAL FOR COULOMB EXCITATION

We shall consider here the elastic scattering of a

spherical projectile from an even-even deformed nucleus at energies

below the Coulomb barrier. Using the method developed in section 3

we evaluate the optical potential in the elastic channel resulting

from the coupling of the elastic {0 ) channel to the inelastic

(2*,4 ,...) channels, due to the electric quadrupole interaction .

In t.iis case the amplitudes a'lr) may be evaluated numerically. As

a natter of fact they are an optional output of the de Boer-Winther

C'cji..-mb excitation computer code . It is nevertheless, interesting

to obtain an analytical expression for Ü,(r). This may be

accomplished by evaluating the amplitudes a^(r) in the sudden limit,

where the target moment of inertia is taken to be infinite. In this

± 7) «•
limit a (r) are given by ,-

C o

(from now on we indicate with superscript +(-) quantities evaluated

on tic outgoing (ingoing) branches of the Rutherford trajectory) .

In ir.o above expression a , 3 are the Euler angles that specify

the orientation of the target's summetry axis,Q is the intrinsic

quadrupole moment of the target, P_(x) is the Legendre polynomial

of order two and OCctJare the angles subtended by the target symmetry

axis and the line connecting the centers of the two nuclei. The
t

expression for cos X- it) is



t ±
where § it), CP. Ct) are the spherical polar angles that determine

the orientation of the line joining the centers of the colliding

nuclei. Finally t (r) and t (r) are the times at which the distance

between the centers is r for the ingoing and outgoing branches of

the trajectory, respectively.

Using eq.(17) in eq.(16) we obtain

'[
— Of

.1 *

t J *r

o . -t (.it

wnere the summation above has two terms; one corresponding to the

ingoing (-) and the other one to the outgoing(+) branch of the tra

jectory. It is interesting to remark that in the limit of small values

of the coupling, eq.(19) leads to (see Appendix)

-riu (i. ' * ^ (l

2
- (.- ̂ = (Z T Z-, e /fiv) is the Sommerfeld parameter and a is half

:nt distance of closest approach for head-on collision. The above potential

is identical to the potential of Baltz et al (eq.(8) of ref.4)) .However

we do not expect that for large values of Ql2' the potential Ü. \r)

to be a good approximation to 0{(r). Physically this means that in

taking the lowest order approximation we have neglected multiple

Coulomb excitation effects. This is clearly seen if we consider the

type of approximation made by Baltz et al. These authors replaced the

full interacting Green function, G, by the Coulomb Green function G» .



Since G is given by the series

c oCj = M t M V í | ft) V M Vti t 7 (21)
© ° © O O O

where v= QVQ, the approximation of ref.4) amounts to neglecting

GyG (GU'GOG , ... , which are the terras containing multiple

Coulomb excitation effects.

To illustrate this point we have evaluated C" (r! for

=0 (head-on collision). In this case the radial dependence of the

potential goes as r and eq.(20) may be written as

c
f * f22)

wnere

\ ~ + V> IT a4 '23)

is the quadrupole strenath parameter.

Writing

we have numerically evaluated VfyJand íc/ÍĴ i . The results are shown

i: fig.2, togetiier with the approximate form Wifl) s^U ^ I «I? /

We notice that for small values of q. the potential

;j almost purely imaginary and very close to Ü (r). As q?

ir.rrc-ases the real part of 0 (r) starts developing and becomes larger

ir. magnitude than the imaginary part. However its values will still

be less than 1% of the predominant Coulomb potential for a typical

heavy ion collision. The imaginary part of the potential starts departing

- (2)
from Û  (r) at q2- 1.2 , which corresponds to the onset of multiple

Coulomb excitation , and at large values of q-(q2; 3) it is seen to

be quite different.



V - CONCLUSIONS

In the present work a semiclassical method has been

developed to calculate contributions to the optical potential in

the elastic channel resulting from the coupling to other open channels.

:_i- eq.(12) for the effective local petential has been shown to lead

zo an expression involving (he sealclassical amplitudes of eq.(16).

Given these amplitudes one is able, in principle, to evaluate the

potential C (r) which accounts for the effects of the coupling to

other channels. We have applied the formalism developed here to the

specific case of Coulomb excitation. The amplitudes a~(t) were
K

evaluated in the sudden limit and a closed expression for the

potential was found for a system with small deformation. This expression

was found to be identical in form to that of Baltz et al . Since

our method involves no other assumption than those implicit in the

semiclassical limit, and it was found to work correctly in this lowest

order comparison with the quantum mechanical calculation discussed

above, it is therefore expected to give adequate results in the general

case of strong quadrupole coupling. As we have mentioned in the text,

the Coulomb excitation amplitudes needed for the calculation can

easily be obtained from a widely used computer code

Further applications of this semiclassical method are

presently under way.
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Appendix

Weak coupling limit of Eg. (19) .

By expanding Eq. (19) to lowest order in Q*2> we obtain

l 2.S
3«)

Now we express the angles X-(tí(r)) and y£ (t) in terms of a and

i as indicated in eq. (18), and we choose a coordinate system such

that the Rutherford trajectory lies on the XZ plane and it is

bisected by the Z axis. We then obtain after integrating over

'.» and 6 .

Z J
which may be rewritten in the simpler form

-
V-3)

where (r) = e+(t|(r)) = e"(ti(r)), and row 8(t) sweeps the full

Rutherford trajectory.

Eq. (A-3) may be expressed in terms of orbital integrals as follows

(A-4)
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Since we are over a Rutherford trajectory, all quantities may be

given analytically;

(A-5)

%• % (>- <»-•>

All quantities appearing in eqs. A-5,6,7 are defined in the text.

Substituting these equations into A-4 we obtain, after ordering

in increaring powers of r

(20)
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fiq.l

Terms contributing to the optical nuclear potential;(a) ingoing wave

(b) outgoing wave.

Fig.2

Exact , '> 0, optical potential of eq (24) vs. q_

Also shown is the lowest order potential of eq.(22) .
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FIG. 2


